
Scripts 

Below are the scripts from which the short recordings of Cool Speech were made. 

Emily  

Richard  

you said you were teaching   

Emily 

yeah  

Richard/Emily  

ss ss/south africa  

Richard  

wha what was that like [tut] ...  

Richard/Emily  

to be able to teach/umph ... 

Emily  

hard work [laughter] very very hard work. um, initially i was teaching in ...the secondary... 

school um and first day there, i went for a staff meeting and they said uh ‘right, we don't 

have a technology teacher we don't have any technology teachers so um so now you're 

head of technology [laughter] for the entire school of about fifteen hundred pupils [laughter]. 

and we don't have any equipment to do technologies. so you have a blackboard and this 

workbook and um yeah ...just... get on with it!’ - i struggled, i really struggled [laughter] um i 

mean we ... i went with an organisation um and ...we i... it was kind of suggested that we 

would be teaching english um which wasn't the case. um we were teaching in english 

[laughter] it's not the same thing. um and the discipline was probably the hardest aspect 

because i uh was only what was i eighteen at this point and some of the students were older 

than myself ...because... um in a lot of african countries you complete a ... a qualification 

when you complete it - if that makes sense you know it can take you five years to do one 

year mmhmm because if you don't pass the year you don't move to the next year.  

Richard  

yeah  

Emily  



um so so there was people that i was teaching who'd been in the year group they'd been in 

for four years or so yeah um and if ... if it was sort of an a-level year group then they were 

several years older than me um  

Richard  

and how many of them were there in the class  

Emily  

it ranged um some of the classes were probably about forty. some of them ...went up to... 

...fif... fifty sixty and so in small classrooms that was a bit of an issue [chuckle] as well um but 

i found discipline um several of the teachers used fairly harsh um punishments which i 

wasn't willing to   

Richard  

mmhmm   

Emily 

 uh ...to use in... you know ...i didn't... didn't feel it was my job to use um so it was hard 

maintaining discipline ...in a... in a different format that they weren't   

Richard/Emily/sylvia  

mm/used to/mm    

Emily  

used to  yeah   

Richard  

did i hear you say also that you taught primary   

Emily/Richard 

 as well   

Emily  

yes ...i did... ...well it was... it was more um pre school in fact ...they had a... ...like a sss... 

...a... pre school um section ...to the... to the school as well um so i spent a bit of time ...but... 

once i'd persuaded them that actually i wasn't fit to be head of technology [chuckle] and i 

didn't feel it was right to be teaching   

Emily/Richard  

um/mmhmm   



Emily  

at that level um they allowed me to spend some with time with the uh with the pre school   

Richard/Emily  

mmhmm/group   

Emily  

...which was... far my ...my cu... far more my cup of tea really[laughter]   

Emily/Richard  

mm   

Emily  

and yes so that was probably i don't know how many of them there were probably about 

seventy of them um split into two groups   

Richard  

mmhmm   

Emily  

mmm   

Richard  

what part of the country was this   

Emily  

this was in the north east um in ...province... because there are eleven provinces in south 

africa in limpopo province   

Richard  

mmmhmm   

Emily  

which uh joins ...w... with zimbabwe at one point um the kruger is in that province  

Richard/Emily  

mm national park/so yeah mmhmm/yeah   

Emily  

um it was about four hours from johannesburg something like that   

Richard  



mmm  

Emily ...and... in a ...the... the town where the school was ...was... sort of fairly central ...to 

the... to the area um but surrounded by lots of very small uh outlying villages and things   

Emily/Richard  

um/mmm   

Emily  

but yes fairly um kind of underdeveloped area of the country   

Emily/Richard  

really/mm   

Emily  

um   

Emily/Richard 

 ..it's not.../yeah   

Emily  

not uh particularly big sort of mining area or anything like that so um   

Richard  

mm 



Corony 

Corony 

while i was at university i was very involved with the students arts society which was called 

the arts umbrella erm which i ran with my then boyfriend for a couple of years and we set up 

a whole lot of evening classes in pottery and woodwork and drama and that kind of thing erm 

and i got very involved in those when i finished at university because i was still living with 

with this boyfriend erm erm i stayed up there and i got part time work teaching arts and crafts 

at various places i was already by that stage running a snackbar three nights a week which 

made quite a bit of money erm and i also started up my own business as a textile artist  so i 

was self employed doing a number of things erm   

Richard 

... so were ...  ... erm ... were you successful as a textile artist  ... or er ...   

Corony 

 ... i was ... quite successful i i didn't make an awful lot of money in the first couple of years 

erm but i sold a lot of things it was obviously very popular i was doing batik erm but quite big 

piecs which i made into roller blinds  ... and ... cushions and tableclothes soft furnishings cos 

i reckoned that a lot of people don't have room on their walls for large wallhangings erm and 

perhaps aren’t prepared to pay for them but if you turn them into a roller blind there's a 

space available over their window  ... that ...  ...they wouldn't other be ... wise be using for a 

piece of artwork erm i had an exhibition down in cornwall at a friend's gallery and sold 

everything and took lots of orders erm it got to the point where if i was going to make a 

business out of it i had to employ someone else full time to do all the boring bits like ironing 

wax out of bits of cloth  ... and ... and actually putting the things onto the roller blinds and so 

on and that was quite a commitment erm and by that time  ... i ... t t t started doing more 

parttime teaching and i'd also enrolled on on a teaching english as a foreign language 

course because i wanted to go to south-east asia to study batik because that's where the 

main batik area is that's where it comes from erm and i think i chickened out really of of 

taking on an employee and decided i might continue to do it parttime erm and concentrate 

more on the other teaching  which was a bit more secure erm which is how i got into english 

language teaching   

  



Gail 

Richard  

what sort of jobs did they get   

Gail  

erm well my uncle seems to have done everything from keeping pheasants to er selling wine 

erm he's moved house a lot he seems to move house every three years or so so he's lived in 

wellington and in many areas of auckland he took me on a trip round auckland and kept 

pointing out the various houses that he's lived in which got er very bewildering because he's 

lived in so many different places he's very good at d i y so he buys a house and erm adds a 

porch improves the lighting improves the decoration and sells it and moves on to another 

house he can turn his hand to anything   

Richard  

so he makes money on each sale does [he]   

Gail 

 [erm] this is what my cousin tells me  yes [laughter]   

Richard  

right   

Gail  

so he yes he certainly makes a small profit he doesn't do it erm for the money he's going to 

make but he doesn't lose when he sells his house er he's currently thinking of moving again 

he's eighty two and my cousin his daughter erm is recently widowed and has just moved in 

to live with them having sold her house erm he's having a house built for her which she'll 

move into in five months’ time and when she moves out to live in her new house they will 

move house to be near her so he's on the move again [sigh]  they've had some very 

interesting houses they've lived in they lived in one house with a ballroom underneath so 

they had lovely parties in this ballroom which had a bar  ...and...   

Richard  

oh it was a ball [a mirror] ballroom which they could control   

Gail  

a ba a ballroom in the cellar   

Richard  



a ballroom in the cellar    

Gail  

m yes   

Richard  

crikey   

Gail  

they have large cellars in new zealand they don't live in high houses they live in bungalows 

or what appear to be bungalows but may be two-storey houses but they are usually on stilts 

with garages or large areas underneath them   



Rachel 

Richard  

what did you study   

Rachel  

at oxford   

Richard  

yeah   

Rachel  

human sciences  

Richard  

what what are they   

Rachel  

it's a multidisciplinary degree er part social science and part biological science so i did a 

whole range of subjects ranging from sociology social anthropology developmental 

psychology human geography genetics [pause]   

Richard  

...does it does it actually... ...it sounds like to me ...as a... as a non scientist  Rachel/Richard   

mmm/or   

Richard  

not in not in that area anyway it sounds like er a huge mixture of disparate things ...it was it... 

...was it ... ...a coherent... course of study do you think   

Rachel  

it’s no more disparate than any other modular course ...i think it was er... it was a fairly early 

attempt at a modular course and we were always encouraged to see the synthesis between 

the different elements and it wasn't always easy to do that but certainly that was a a big part 

...of... of the enjoyment of the course was was working out what the synthesis was 

...between the different ef... elements of what you were doing and and that was the way to 

do well on the course ...was... was to look ...for the... for the connections  Richard yes so 

which college were you at   

Rachel  



saint catherine's   

Richard  

right and but you'd have studied in a faculty as well   

Rachel  

no   

Richard  

no   

Rachel  

no   

Richard  

i'm confused [chuckle]  

Rachel  

erm as human sciences is ...is a small... it it's a very small group of students when i was 

there there were no more than twenty five every year and each college that had human 

scientists had one tutor ...who... who looked after us and we were farmed out to ...all the... to 

other departments to get the teaching that we needed farmed out to statistics to psychology 

to biology ...wherever the... the teaching was was going on that we needed ...we were... sent 

over there to get the teaching that we needed ...but we were... co ordinated by by tutors in 

our own colleges   

Richard  

right did you have a happy time at saint cat's  

 Rachel  

yes yes i did yeah i really enjoyed it yes ...i loo... look back on it with er with great pleasure 

yeah   

Richard ...what...  

did you do anything apart from academic work at oxford did you join choirs the drama 

society or  go to the union or   

Rachel  

i 'mnot a great joiner i have to say i had a a lively social life and a great big group of friends 

but i'm not a great joiner and mainly i just did my own thing which i realise now is er very 



hard for students to get away with because they're all decorating their cee vees but in my 

day ...you didn't... feel the pressure to do that quite so much   

Richard  

yes so erm how the gap between sort of being at oxford and here ...how have er... how did 

you get to be here from there   

Rachel  

erm well it's a long story i spent a while in india working for a group called the voluntary 

health association i had a strong feeling that i wanted to work erm in international aid and i 

became rather disenchanted with that while i was in india so i i decided against that i came 

back to the u k and i wasn't sure what to do with myself so i did various temping jobs in 

london that my favourite one was working for the london fire brigade which i really enjoyed i 

wasn't anything to do with the firefighting i hasten to add ...but it was... it was fun 

nonetheless then i went to work for an outfit called ....the royal institute of... for public 

administration   

Richard  

hmm   

Rachel  

which you may have heard of who don't exist in quite the same form anymore but they used 

to run courses in all the different aspects of public administration for people from different 

parts of the world who need training in such areas so they tend to cater to the people who 

come from countries where they've got erm more or less british style of public administration 

because not everywhere does and i did that for about fifteen months and that was close 

enough to academic administration to erm ...for me to... apply for a job at the university of 

warwick where i was a research administrator for about ooh it was just over two years and 

that was my first proper academic administration job and then from there i came to this 

university and i worked in committee secretariat for a year and i moved sideways into the 

international office   

 

 Toby 

Richard 

um you said your age last night was thirty-two   

Toby  



no thirty-two in january i'm still thirty-one   

Toby/Richard  

come on/i'm so jeez/rry    

Toby  

add the years on[chuckle]   

Richard  

and you're a teacher   

Toby t 

hat's correct [sing song]   

Richard  

yeah can i ask where you were born   

Toby  

yes i was born in hitchin in hertfordshire[sing song]   

Richard  

hitch hitchin herts how long did you live there   

Toby  

two years   

Richard  

mmhmm   

Toby  

when i was very little and then i lived there again between the ages of ten and twenty-two   

Richard  

ten twenty-two right  

 Richard/Toby  

um  

Richard 

 you said you also spent some time in cambridge was that   

Toby  



that is what i meant when i that was the ten to twenty-two bit it's actually royston which is 

directly in between hitchin and cambridge   

Richard  

oh right   

Toby because they're all within twenty miles of each other i just usually say 

cambridge[chuckle]   

Richard  

oh right   

Toby  

because people have heard of it   

Richard  

so royston is actually in between cambridge and hitchin/it's about thirteen miles from   

Toby  

cambridge and i think a similar distance from hitchin   

Richard  

and what kind of school did you go to in royston   

Toby  

uh just a sort of like state secondary school   

Richard  

right and er what a-levels did you do   

Toby  

maths   

Richard 

 

 mm/hmm anything else   

Toby  

well when i was at sixth form i did maths and physics but i dropped out half way through 

upper sixth   

Richard  



and then you went to leeds university   

Toby  

that's right yep   

Richard  

...and... um why did you choose leeds   

Toby  

um i started at cambridge and phoned down the list until one would accept me[laughter]  

Richard  

why   

Toby 

 cam ...the... the top ten unis all told me that i needed to um get another a-level because i 

only really had one a-level    

Richard  

oh i see   

Toby  

because i did my maths a-level at night class ...but as a matu... i went  when i was twenty-

two and i'd left home when i was eighteen so i counted as a mature student    

Richard  

oh what did you do in the meantime  ...between..   

Toby 

 i was a builder for five years or four years  

 Richard  

oh right   

Toby 

 i say five years ...because i did... three four three-month summer holidays as well while i 

was studying  

Richard  

okay ...did you... did you um  were you self-employed or did you work for somebody   

Toby 



 i worked ...both times for t... i worked for two different companies   

Richard  

mmhmm geo structures and underpin and make good geo structures   

Richard/Toby  

...and what was the other one called/underpin and make good   

Richard  

oh oh[laughter]   

Toby  

yeah    

Richard  

i i hadn't   

Toby 

 [s]and  they're underpinning companies it's very specialist sort of  

 Richard  

uh huh   

Toby 

 uh thing  

 Richard  

...was... did you find that interesting or was it just to   

Toby 

 i really liked it i liked doing practical stuff i still like doing practical stuff   

Richard 

 uh huh   

Toby  

but um yeah  i wanted to use my brain a bit more i think    

Richard  

o kay   

Toby  



exercise the giant   

Richard  

mhmm ...and so... ...so... what was it like going into university age of twenty-two as mature 

student  

 Richard/Toby  

it was fine actually    

Richard  

and being in the same year as people four years younger than you ...was it...   

Toby  

didn't even notice anything   

Richard  

oh   

Toby  

it was a couple of terms in before they even realised ...i mean i'd not... not that i was hiding it 

  ...but... it was kind of after christmas ...when... it came out i think probably for my 

birthday    

Richard/Toby  

yeah/i was older   

Toby  

and they were all really surprised ...and just... had thought i was eighteen i think   

Richard  

right yeah yeah because um   

Toby  

yeah ...it wasn't... it was fine ...i just... i've always mixed well  with people of different ages ...i 

don't...   

Richard 

 mmm   

Toby 

 i just chat to people whoever they are really[laughter]   



Richard yeah   

  



Bob 

Bob 

 i was very idealistic i guess in those days  i had my degree i i finished with bradford i went 

back to london moved back in with my parents  briefly  erm and being  sort of very idealistic 

there were all sorts of things i wouldn't do you know  i wasn't going to work for no banks  i 

wasn't going to work for nothing  that had anything  to do with erm arms  or er  you know the 

military  i wasn't going to work for this  i wasn't going to work for that and basically  by the 

time you got to the end of the list  of what i wasn't going to do erm  there wasn't an awful lot 

left erm  and i ended up working as a roadsweeper  for about nine months cleaning  the 

streets of er s e twenty-two erm  during the autumn and winter which as any  roadsweeper 

will tell you is a dreadful time of year all those wet leaves very heavy  wet leaves  once you 

get them in a plastic sack and press them down a bit erm  and it was around then that  of a 

mate  of mine from bradford erm  a guy called jay er  sent me a postcard i got a postcard 

from a place called el-obeid in er central sudan  where this guy had surfaced having erm 

taken a job for the sudanese ministry of education erm the sudanese having lost a lot of their 

best teachers erm a sort of a brain drain to the gulf states where where sudanese northern 

sudanese  speaking arabic found it easy to get work in in saudi arabia and the gulf states 

and so on and er  so sudan which was dreadfully poor didn't have ...any... proper teachers 

and so they were crying out for teachers of all sorts of stuff erm particularly english and er 

and that's where my career in er teaching english  took off i applied and ended up in erm first 

in in the far west of sudan in a place called miala and then for a year in erm the nuba hills 

the northern end of the nuba hills a town little town called deninge erm yes and the rest is 

history as they say     

 



Philip    

Richard  

where was it that you (yeah) went to university  

 Philip  

oxford   

Richard 

 oh of course queens  

 Philip  

no   

Richard   

trinity   

Philip  

no   

Richard   

no oh   

Philip   

you've another twenty-eight to go it wasn't saint hilda's either   

Richard  

jesus   

Philip  

no huh huh oh sorry ? ...was that...   

Richard  

corpus   

Philip  

no   

Richard   

hertford   

Philip 



 no   

Richard  

wadham   

Philip   

no   

Richard  

give up   

Philip 

 exeter   

Richard  

oh we've been through this before but i can't remember i'm sorry   

Philip   

no well there's no reason why you should i mean i don't remember where you were or you 

were at oxford   

Richard   

yeah keble   

Philip   

keble   

Richard   

did you enjoy your time at exeter  

 Philip   

erm yes i did erm because i was i was doing on the whole subjects that i was very interested 

in doing and i i'd made up my mind before i went you know what it was i wanted to do and 

applied to do that and it was a change from  ...the... subject i'd been doing at school erm er 

but you very quickly found erm er you know where the achilles heel of the system was which 

was they couldn't teach languages [chuckles] so   

Richard   

and were you there to study languages  



 Philip  well i was i was doing erm a modern languages degree in oxford is erm a study of 

modern languages and of the language and literature but erm all the mm kudos and glory 

tended to accumulate on the literature side and erm [breath] er i don't think people paid a a 

great deal of attention to the language as such* it was assumed you could do it er you could 

you know speak all right or something like that the demands on your speaking and writing 

were not very great in fact you could you could go right through and get a degree with in 

those days certainly without speaking a word of the language because you couldn't fail the 

oral [pause]  

Richard  

you couldn't fail the oral   

Philip  

you couldn't fail [the oral]   

Richard  

 [there was one] but you couldn't fail it   

Philip   

yes  ...there was an... there was an oral and the only thing that you you took about for finals 

you took about twelve written papers or something and there was an oral [breath] erm and 

the only thing that could ha happen as a result of the oral was if you did well enough you'd 

be give given a distinction in the use of the spoken language erm but that was all it couldn't 

erm reduce your degree or reduce the average on the written papers or anything like that 

mm and so it i i in those days it you know the ability to do things with the language wasn't 

taken seriously it was the ability to know things about the language but especially about the 

literature that was valued and i was i was more interested in knowing about the language 

and also in doing things with the with the language   

Richard   

and the languages in question were   

Philip  

well the the the main one was greek modern greek and and the other one was russian   



Terry 

 i had this friend who owned a farm on the coast up along near where the what they call the 

mata atlantica which is a national park of original forest lands on the coast and he had this 

fabulous huge farm that he'd bought from a japanese guy lots of japanese in brazil and it had 

a huge banana plantation so he asked me if i wanted to go and run the farm so i moved into 

this em mountain house up in the jungle which had no electricity and no running water and 

we're surounded by em bananas trees and i ran the banana plantation the only problem with 

em bananas is the price ...i mean... it's very hard to sell bananas in brazil because they grow 

like weeds so em er  ...i was... you know i was working i was working my ass off i don't 

believe because the the japanese guy who'd owned the farm before then he w he sold the 

farm to give the money to his son   

Richard  

mhm   

Terry  

who'd gone to live in the city now he'd lived in brazil for forty years i'd been in brazil for about 

four years and he'd spent all of his life in the jungle in brazil this japanese guy since he came 

over at the age of fif teen an er  he'd never had much contact with brazilians ...so he he... his 

portuguese was really bad it was worse than mine after forty years it was worse than my four 

years of of portuguese but every morning he'd come along to to the house and wake me up 

at five o'clock drag me out of bed and take me up t t cut through bananas ...and... for to 

clean up around the banana trees you know when you cut down a banana tree have you 

ever worked with bananas   

Richard  

no   

Terry  

you know you know the way bananas grow big bunches of of bananas grow on a hook and 

the hook comes from out ...side from the... centre ...of the... of the actual trunk so what you 

do is you cut the hook so that you can hang it over your shoulder erm and then you have to 

cut down the tree ...because... tree's no use anymore you cut it down and the roots grow into 

another tree when you cut it down all these huge gigantic disgusting and poisonous spiders 

fall all over you and bite you and you come out in lumps and you get all swollen and your 

face is like a football  ...but you you... you develop immunity after a while and then you put 

this hook of bananas on your shoulder and walked the two kilometres down hill back to the 

farmhouse and like this this hook of bananas would weigh a ton you know and there i am in 



my prime i mean in my twenties early twenties and i put a hook of bananas on one shoulder 

and i put another one on another shoulder and i'd be practically falling over backwards 

meanwhile this old japanese guy who was sixty years old would put one hook of bananas on 

one shoulder one on another shoulder and two on his head and and and walked down the 

mountain you know very steadily whereas i'd fall so that by the time i'd got to the bottom of 

the mountain the bananas would become erm sort of banana mush anyway after erm about 

what about a six eight months of that the money from the bananas was just paying the 

gasoline to get to the market so i had to start teaching again to subsidise the farm and that's 

why i'm here today      


